Training Catalogue

Key Account Management for Telecom Industry
The aim of this programme is to present “B2B Key Account Management” issues and performance
improvement elements that have been described by industry practitioners.
The programme provides a framework for sales professionals to build on their knowledge and skills in
enhancing strategic account relationships, revenues and profit margins. This interactive programme will
give participants the necessary information they require to create the kind of profitable growth in
corporate accounts that every organization is aiming for, while emphasizing on the telecommunication
industry as core focus.

Programme Objectives
At the end of this programme, the participants will be able to:







Recognize buying and decision making process of corporate clients
Discuss own organisation’s unique business value
Identify steps to build relationships with accounts with B2B perspectives.
Prepare for client procurement
Use information gathered to plan to develop customer accounts
Employ essential sales skills to build strong client relationships

Programme Prerequisite
Marketing and sales background

Programme Duration
4 days (24 hours)

Who is it for?
KAM, sales team, marketing team, customer service team.

Programme Outlines
This comprehensive programme will include the following modules:
1.

Module One Introduction to Key Accounts Management (KAM):

•
•
•

Importance of Key Accounts Management
Aligning corporate values with own values
The role of KAM in the organization
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2.

Module Two Customer’s Buying Process:

•
•

Customer segmentations
Customer decision making process
Need recognition
Search for information
Evaluating alternatives
Purchase decision
Post purchase behavior
Identifying the decision making person
Identifying the needs
Research
Customer feedback
Collaborations
Using customer relations management tools






•
•




•
•

•

Being Proactive with your customers
Prepare to handle objections
Reasons to object
Types of objections
Preparing your answers
Calculating customers’ lifetime value

3.

Module Three Understanding the Sales Process

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Generating Leads
Qualifying Leads, The BANT approach
Planning
Initiate Contact
Identify Needs
Offer Solution
Dealing with declined proposals
Follow up
Closing the sales
Alternate close
Assumptive close
Emotional close
Direct close
Customer service and support

4.

Module Four The Professional Skillset Required for B2B KAM:

•

Communications skills
Effective listening skills
Effective presentation skills
Using strong body language
Choosing the right words
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•
•
•





Creative problem solving skills
Introduction to negotiation skills
Self-Management & professionalism
Being presentable
Handling difficult clients
Managing temper
Dealing with written communications





Handling pressure and time management
Using technology
Preparing reports
Teamwork
Sharing knowledge
Asking for help
Handling technical requirements

•
•
•
•

5.

Module Five Personal Development Plan

•




•
•
•

Assessing your current situation using “Personal Assessment Tools – SWOT analysis)
Identifying your strengths
Identifying your weaknesses
Addressing the possible threats
Capturing possible opportunities
Designing your personal development plan
Executing the plan
Monitor the outcomes and take corrective actions
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Marketing Essentials
Introduction
The core of any business success lies in its marketing operations. To be more precise, most aspects of
any business depend on successful marketing. The overall marketing umbrella covers advertising, public
relations, promotions and sales.
Without marketing, business may offer the best products or services in the industry, but none of the
potential customers would know about it. Without marketing, sales may crash and companies may have
to move out of the market.
This workshop is a great option for those who are involved in marketing activities across all sectors, the
topics are highly relevant and market oriented, it’s delivered though highly interactive model with real
life examples and practical exercises to develop individuals marketing analytical skills.

Workshop Objectives
The trainees will acquire skills and knowledge about general marketing fundamentals and applications.

Learning Outcomes:
By end of this workshop the trainees will be able to:
1. Know basic marketing terms and definitions
2. Distinguish between selling, advertising and marketing operations
3. Explore the marketing mix components
4. Differentiate marketing for products and marketing for services
5. Categorize marketing communication channels
6. Examine the marketing environment effects on businesses
7. Analyze different external and internal factors which effects the marketing decisions
8. Calculate the expenses related to a simple marketing campaign
9. Conduct a simple market research
10. Create a simple marketing plan
Training Outline
Module One Setting the Scene

-

The emergence of marketing as a science

-

The definitions of Marketing from different schools

-

Why Marketing is not selling nor advertising?
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Module Two Marketing Insights

-

The Marketing mix

-

The extended marketing mix for services

-

Examining the elements of marketing mix

Module Three Understanding the Environment

-

External Environment

-

Internal Environment

-

PEST and PESTEL analysis

Module Four Designing a Market Research

-

SWOT analysis

-

Porter five forces

-

Blue ocean strategy

-

Simple market research tools and mechanisms

Module Five Finance & Marketing

-

Calculating the costs associated with marketing plans

-

Assigning the right approach to price the products

Module Six Create a Marketing Plan

-

Define objectives

-

Create SMART objectives for any marketing plan

-

Marketing plan components

-

Designing the communication plan

-

Monitor the marketing plan executions

-

Contingency plans

-

Taking corrective actions

Module Seven Project

-

Trainees will prepare and present a simple marketing plan
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Marketing @ Banks 101
Introduction to Marketing Concepts for Banking Sector

Introduction
Marketing is considered to be the core of the operations in any organization, therefore, to ignore its
importance is an unforgiving sin, specially in Banking sector which is considered a highly competitive and
promising industry in GCC in terms of growth and challenges.
“Marketing @ Banks 101” is a highly customize workshop designed to study and focus on the Banking
sector globally generally and its applications in GCC Banking sector.
The examples, case studies and exercises are tailor made to enhance the trainees understanding of the
banking sector in the environment which they operate in.

Learning Objectives
By end of this workshop trainees will be able to:



Know the basic marketing applications and concepts within their scope of work



Recognize the marketing mix, marketing environment and strategies and will be exposed to
major marketing concepts such as Porter five forces, SWOTS, guerilla marketing, blue ocean
marketing , etc.



Examine the importance of the marketing functions and its effect in the banking sector



Crate skills to design and implement marketing researches, plans and communication plans



Experiment the basic knowledge of marketing implementations in social media channels,
customer loyalty programs and CSR activities.

Training Outline
Module One Getting Started

-

Marketing defined

-

The emergence of marketing as a science

-

The importance of marketing in banking sector

Module Two Marketing Mix

-

What do we mean by marketing mix
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-

The 4 Ps, and 8 P’s of marketing

-

The application of marketing mix in banking sector

Module Three Marketing Communication Channels

-

The basic marketing communication channels

-

The do’s and don’ts of marketing communication channels

-

The relationship between customer service and marketing

-

Social Media channels management

Module Four Marketing Environment Analysis

-

Porter’s five forces

-

SWOT analysis

-

PESTEL analysis

-

Product development stages

Module Five Marketing Strategies

-

Major marketing strategies

-

Competitive advantage concept

-

Customer, product life cycle stages

-

Market segmentations

-

BCG Growth Share Matrix

-

Ansoff’s product/market matrix

-

The Blue Ocean Strategy

-

The Gorilla Marketing strategy

-

CSR and Marketing

Module Six Building Marketing Plans

-

Developing a marketing plan

-

Components of a simple marketing plan

-

Contingency plans

-

Gathering information
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-

Marketing research

-

Getting the right suppliers and partners

-

Test market

Module Seven Marketing Plan Execution

-

Defining roles and responsibilities

-

Monitoring progress

-

Taking corrective actions

-

Handling progress reports

-

Getting the data from various channels

Module Eight Preparing Reports

-

Post marketing camping report

-

Reporting the findings

-

Learning from challenges faced

Module Nine Project
Trainees will design and present a marketing plan for a campaign at their current banks
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Managing an Outsourced PR Agency
Introduction
This workshop is a great start to introduce your new marketing team members to the fundamentals of
managing an outsourced PR agency.
In today’s competitive market with various outsourcing options, organizations must take careful
decisions in outsourcing some of its core operations such as marketing and PR activities, this workshop,
we will help the attendees to understand the basics of taking such decisions with relevant
considerations and its implications.
Workshop Objectives
Upon the completion of this workshop, the trainees will be able to:







Know the basics and fundamentals marketing applications and its relationship with PR
applications
Define the role of the PR agency
Differentiate between an advertisement agency, a design house, a production house and a PR
agency.
List major requirements in selecting a proper PR agency
Recognise tools to evaluate the deliverables of an outsourced PR agency

Workshop Outline
Module One Basics of marketing
 Definition of marketing
 Marketing mix
 Marketing environment
Module Two Role of PR agency
 Services provided by PR agencies
 Types of agencies
 PR agency and handling the bank’s social media channels
Module Three Selecting a PR agencies
 Submitting PR requirements
 What to outsource and what not
 Receiving PR proposal
 Evaluating PR proposals
 Selecting the appropriate model
Module Four Handling a PR agency operations and communication
 The PR report model
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Cost benefit analysis
Contingency plans
Reporting shortcomings in outcomes
Taking corrective actions

Module Five Next Step
 The next step to insource the PR activities
 Designing a PR plan integrated with the marketing plan
Module Six Project
Trainees will prepare and present a PR plan.
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Social Media Marketing
Introduction
Learn how to master proven strategies, avoid costly mistakes and grow your business.
In today’s global market organizations are given a golden opportunity to move their products and
service offerings internationally at optimum cost through world wise wed and a vital help via social
media platforms.
In this workshop, the participants will be able to develop their skills and knowledge about multiple social
media channels and learn the ways to improve their businesses and communications by looking at the
best practices in the world.
Workshop Objectives
Upon the completion of this workshop, the participant will be able to:








Explore the role of the social media in Marketing
Answer the following questions :
 What the social media can offer SMEs
 What are the positive and negative aspects of using social media
 What are the strength points in the promotional campaigns on SMC
Design the creative message
Analyse different marketing modules
Evaluate the impact of the campaign in financial gain

Workshop Outline
Module One Understanding Social Media Platforms


What do we mean by Social Media Platforms
o







Definitions

The emergence of Social Media use in Businesses
o

When did it started

o

The history behind the most famous platforms

Why Social Media?
o

Social Media for small and medium enterprises

o

The importance of Social media in the business world

Types of social media channels
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o

Personal networks

o

Interest based networks





o

E-commerce

o

Media Sharing Networks

o

Discussion Forums

o

Bookmarking site

o

Social Publishing

o

Online review

The Common use of each type of social media
o

The upside of each type

o

The downside of each type

How to use different platforms to promote your business?
o

How to create content for each platform type

o

Where to get the content from

o

Way to improve the engagement levels

Module Two How Social Media Marketing Works


The ground rules
o





Dos and don’ts for social media

How to choose the right social media channels
o

Channel assessments

o

Assigning resources

o

Insourcing vs. outsourcing

o

Selecting the best channel for your business

How to build a social media strategies that work
o

Building a social media plan

o

Building smart objective

o

How to review and evaluate the outcomes

Module Three Marketing Concepts and Social Media Channels


Understanding the role of marketing
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o

What is Marketing

o

How does it relate to social media

o

Applying the marketing mix in designing the social media plan

o




Social media as a tool for marketing researches

Designing your content
o

Designing a content plan that matches the selected channels

o

Copy right considerations in content development

o

Referencing and captioning element

Promoting your brand and consistency among all channels
o

Social media as a brand management tool

o

Brand consistency among all selected channels

o

What is the massage delivered to your audience

o

Receiving and providing feedback to your audience on social media

o

Using customer testimonials and stories to promote your band with user generated
content option

Module Four Measuring Results


Tips and tools for managing multiple social media accounts
o

Linking your website to all channels used

o

Tools to manage multiple accounts



How to measure the ROI on your social media marketing efforts



Creating initial KPIs (Smart objectives)



Tools and sites to view reports and streams



Tools to follow your favorite people’s activity by pulling updates from your most valued
accounts out of social media and into your inbox.



Tracking social shares for your content



Top mistakes to avoid in your social media channels management
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The Art of Event Management
Introduction
Every organization needs people who can handle their various types of events, whether it’s a casual staff
gathering or a high-end product launch ceremony, it must be planned and executed like an orchestra,
event management is considered to be an art and a standalone multimillion dollar industry by itself.
Whether you are an entrepreneur or an employee, understanding the mechanism of handling events is a
value added skill, this workshop will provide in depth understanding of events planning and execution
components through practical exercises and real-life examples of how successful events are planned &
managed internationally.
Workshop Objectives
This workshop will enable the participants to acquire and develop the skills and knowledge on how to
plan, manage and execute events.

Training Outline
Module One Getting Started
-

The history of events

-

Why events are important

-

Who should handle events at you organization

Module Two Understanding Events Management Operations
-

Types of events

-

Characteristics of a successful event manager

Module Three Getting your Event Approvals
-

Developing an event proposal

-

Presenting an event concept to the decision makers

Module Four Getting your Event Concept Right
-

Developing an annual event calendar

-

Selecting the right events

-

Selecting event themes

-

Selecting venues
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-

Types of venues & relevant considerations

-

Selecting event time and date

Module Five Managing Events Logistics
-

Preparing event agenda

-

Selecting the event execution team

-

Assigning roles and responsibilities

-

Moderating and master of ceremonies considerations

-

Handling the VIP guests

-

Event invitations & announcements

-

Registrations

-

Catering

-

Stage set up

-

Seating

-

Photography & videography

Module Six PR and Marketing for Events
-

Marketing the events

-

Live social media coverage

-

Media invitation

-

Delegate bags, name cards, handouts, name tents

-

Safety consideration

-

Handling international delegations

-

Transportation

-

Accommodation

Module Seven Post Event Operations
-

Event closure report and lessons learned documents

Module Eight Project
-

All Participants prepare and present an event concept proposal.
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Protocol for Executive Managers
Workshop Objective
This three-day comprehensive training of expert instruction, guided exercises and theories in the
fundamentals of operational protocol planning V.I.P visits, meetings, ceremonies, and special events.
Expert instruction, guided exercises, and coaching provide a thorough foundation in the fundamentals of
operational protocol. Participants gain a broad understanding of functional business, government, and
international protocol. Interactive classroom case studies prepare participants to confidently apply
protocol principles to complex situations. Strong personal leadership skill development balances this
high quality curriculum, elevating the graduate’s confidence, preparedness, and professionalism.

Professionals who require competency as an operational protocol professional—one who holds an office
of trust, responsibility, and authority and must ensure the appropriate rules of international protocol
and public affairs—will learn current tools, methods, and processes for orchestrating events where
international order of precedence, customs, and cultural differences are critical. Sessions are devoted to
individual protocol topics, with emphasis on universally accepted practices for official and social customs
and courtesies, and rights and dignities of individuals, groups of people, and nations.

Objectives:
Upon the completion of this course, the participant will be able to:



Know the Concepts of Protocol & Etiquette.



Differentiate Types of Protocol & Etiquette.



Recognize the importance of Protocol & Etiquette in International Relations &
Events.



Implement the Rules & Methods of Protocol & Etiquette in Different Situations.



Practical Application of Protocol & Etiquette Methods.



Demonstrate skills in dealing with VIPs.

Program Contents
Module One Foundations

-

Protocol History & Origin

-

Order of Precedence – Rank and Status, Usage, and How to Determine
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-

Etiquette & Social Intelligence – Body Language, Listening Skills, Gestures and Greetings

-

Business Entertaining – Host, Guest of Honor and Guest Duties, International Styles of Dining

Module Two Protocol Tools

-

Seating Strategies – Effective Seating Arrangements, Types, and Considerations

-

Titles & Forms of Address – How and When to Use and Apply

-

Use of Titles, Degrees, Ranks, and Ratings for Proper Introductions

Module Three Key Events & Integration

-

The Art of Gift Giving – Considerations when selecting & wrapping, culture, & tracking

-

Ceremonies – Sequencing, Structure & Types

-

Administrative Protocol: Invitations, Place Cards, Menu Cards, Agendas, Itineraries,
Templates & Checklists

Module Four Protocol Logistics

-

Project Management – specification, design, planning, implementation, wrap-up

-

Pitfalls and Concerns of Planning Events

-

Logistics of Official Delegations & Visits, Conferences & official events

-

Master Protocol Process
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Building Outstanding Teams
Introduction
Facing challenges to develop effective teams in your organization?
This workshop is an ideal solution for corporations to enroll their entire team along with their team
leaders to develop high sense of teamwork culture, individuals will acquire an in depth understanding
about the creating and working in teams effectively.

Workshop Objectives
This workshop will enable the participants to acquire and develop the skills, knowledge and attitude
about the teamwork mechanism and strategies.

Training Outline:
Module One Getting Started
-

Why organizations need teams?

-

Successful team achievements historically

Module Two Understanding Teams
-

The definition of team

-

Types of teams

-

The anatomy of teams

-

Types of team players

Module Three Understanding Your Role
-

Are you a team player?

-

There is no (I) in Teamwork, but there is an (i) in Achievement, Individuality matters.

-

Difference between team player and team victims

-

Characteristics of a successful team leader and team players

Module Four Teams and Objectives
-

Building objectives oriented teams, Setting SMART Objectives

-

Defining team members roles and responsibilities

-

Giving the right task to the right team member
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-

Designing a collaboration model and work flow

Module Five Essential Skills in Building Teams
-

Dealing with team conflicts

-

Teamwork progress monitoring and report

-

The Stages of team development

-

Characteristics of effective teams

-

Communication skills

-

Shared leadership

-

Motivating creativity among the team

-

The zero base thinking strategy

-

The application of DeBono’s Thinking Hats in teamwork

-

Critical thinking and problem solving strategies

-

Team Problem-Solving

-

Handling brainstorming sessions

-

Team SWOT analysis

-

Glenn Parker Team survey

Module Six Teamwork in Action
-

Team’s code of conduct

-

The TORI model

-

Developing team action plans and monitoring progress

-

Celebrating team success

-

Building a teamwork culture
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Customer Service Excellence is not a Myth
Introduction
The very existence of every organization is depended on its ability to wow their customers, where do
you stand in terms of meeting your customer service expectations?

Workshop Objectives
In this workshop will develop trainees’ skills, knowledge and attitude to build an exceptional service
environment.
At the end of this workshop, trainees will be able to



Apply advance customer service strategies implemented by world class organizations.



Examine their current customer service policies.



Explore mechanisms & tools to introduce effective strategies to improve their customer service
policies & procedures.

Training Outline:
Module One Getting Started
-

The definition of customer service

-

Why customer service is crucial for organizations success

Module Two Knowing your Customers
-

How customer service is handled currently at your organization

-

Who are your customers

-

Types of customers

Module Three Understanding Customer Expectations
-

Meeting expectations

-

Positioning & customer service

-

Setting your customer service goals and targets

-

Setting customer service standards
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Module Four Components of Customer Service
-

Customer service components

-

Communication & customer service

-

Major communications barriers

Module Five Customer Service for Different Units in Business
-

Customer service skills for operators, telemarketers and help centers

-

Customer Service for sales representatives

-

Customer service for front line staff

-

What others in the organization need to know about customer service

Module Six Customer Service Challenges
-

Dealing with difficult customers over the phone

-

Managing the difficult customers on site

-

Dealing with other challenges

-

Assertiveness and its applications in customer service

-

Steps to customer problem solving

-

The recovery process

-

Eliminating customer service problems

Module Seven Project
-

Trainees will prepare and present new concepts on how to improve the customer service in
their organizations or departments.
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Building the “WOW” Factor in Beauty and Spa Industry
Introduction
The very existence of every salon is depended on its ability to wow their customers, where do you stand
in terms of meeting your customer service expectations?
This highly interactive workshop is designed to deliver hands-on techniques and tools which will utilize
the presentation, roles play, group activities, handouts, videos and class discussions which will boost the
participants overall understanding of the customer service element

Workshop Objective
In this workshop, trainees will be able to:



Know the advance customer service strategies implemented by world class salons & spas



Examining their current customer service policies



Explore mechanisms & tools to introduce effective strategies to improve their customer service
policies & procedures.

Training Outline
Module One Getting Started
-

What is customer service

-

Why customer service is crucial for salons’ success

-

How customer service is handled currently at your salon

Module Two Knowing your Clients
-

Who are your clients

-

Types of clients

-

Understanding the difference between clients and customers

-

Client segmentation

Module Three Managing Expectations
-

Meeting client’s expectations

-

Positioning & customer service

-

Setting your customer service goals and targets
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-

The meaning of competitive advantage in customer service

Module Four Customer Service Components
-

Service components

-

Communication & customer service

-

Major communications barriers

-

Customer service skills over the phone

Module Five Handling Difficult People
-

Managing the difficult customers

-

Dealing with difficult customers over the phone

-

Dealing with other challenges

-

Assertiveness and its applications in customer service

-

Dealing with difficult people in your team

-

Dealing with conflict

Module Six The Recovery Process
-

Seven steps to customer problem solving

-

Eliminating customer service problems

-

Service pride is a team effort

-

Your role in customer service

Module Seven Tools & Applications
-

Tool & applications which can boost your salon’s profitability

-

Taking appointments

-

Handling complaints

-

Developing apps

-

Boosting your website

-

Turing your front desk into a money making unit

-

Cross selling and up selling

-

Loyalty programs

-

Introducing clients membership cards

-

Boosting your social media strategy
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-

Email ad SMS marketing

-

Introducing joint campaigns

-

Exhibitions and trade shows

-

Sponsorships

-

Tools to motivate your team

-

Introducing theme days

Module Eight Project
Trainees will prepare and present a customer service process to enhance the client experience in their
current Spas and Salons.
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Mastering the Art of Self Development
Introduction


What does World Class achievers share as set of common characteristics?



What do they do to be highly successful in what they do?



How do they live their daily life?



How did they do it and keep doing it over and over again?

These and lots of other questions are asked by every success seeker, in this workshop, trainees are
exposed to secrets and rituals followed by top achievers in all domains, it’s a life changing session that
every individual must consider attending.

Workshop Objectives
In this Workshop trainees will develop skills, knowledge and attitudes to understand the strategies and
tools to improve the quality of their lives and to achieve their goals more practically and faster.

Training Outline:
Module One Getting Started
-

Getting to know yourself

-

Why Self development

-

The relationship between success and self-development

-

Why do you need to advance anyway

-

Creating and leaving a legacy

-

Your story matters , your life matters

Module Two Setting Goals
-

Setting Goals

-

SMARTER Goals

-

Goals breakdown

-

Your goals board

Module Three Mastering the art of Planning
-

Developing a master plan

-

Writing journal
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-

Daily to do list for success

Module Four Self Development in Action
-

Types of development activities

-

Define your learning styles

-

Where do you stand now , personal SWOT analysis

-

Developing daily rituals

-

Measuring improvements

-

Celebrating milestones

-

Taking corrective actions

-

Focus and be flexible

-

Utilize available resources, make the universe work for you

-

Develop annual achievement report

Module Five Self Mastering is an Attitude
-

Characteristics of successful achievers

-

Learning from the best
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Time Management or Self-Management
Introduction


Do you stay late hours to complete your tasks?



Do you suffer from anxiety and stress due to deadlines?



Do you experience a fast phase life where 24 hours seem not enough to do what’s required
from you?

If you answer yes to any of the above questions, this workshop is perfect for you.
Despite the advance technology, availability of effective time management tools and process
automation, professionals today suffer from lack of time management skills more than ever before,
almost every person you meet complains from lack of time to spend with their families or to simply have
a peaceful day at work, it seems like the modern age syndrome.

Workshop Objectives
In this workshop, trainees will develop their skills, knowledge and attitude towards building a better
time management skills.

In this workshop, trainees will be able to:

1- Explore the fundamentals of effective life management concepts
2- Examine Effective strategies to increase their productivity
3- Create an ideal life style to support their demanding role as employees and individuals.

Training Outline:
Module One Getting Started
-

The concept of time

-

Time in different cultures

-

Is it time management or self-management?

-

Why time management is important

Module Two Setting Goals
-

Assessing your current time management skills

-

Setting Goals
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-

SMARTER Goals

-

Goals breakdown

-

Your goals board

Module Three Planning your Time
-

Developing a master plan

-

Writing journal

-

Daily to do list for success

-

The BLC technique*

Module Four The Power of Focus
-

Dealing with distractions

-

How saying No is good for you?

-

Why people do less and achieve more

-

Are you a hard worker or a smart worker

-

The concept of time blocks

-

Chunking techniques

Module Five Mastering Yourself
-

Characteristics of a good time manager

-

Work-life balance

-

Technology and time management

-

Seeking advice and support

-

Defeat Stress

-

Developing Rituals and mental breaks

-

Develop your own style.
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No Stress Zone
Introduction
It seems that professionals today added a new expression about their productivity effectiveness, which
is (I am at my best when working under pressure!)
Organizations suffer burned out talented human capital who are facing their jobs as first line attack
soldiers in battle field, this phenomena lead to high stress level employees with low morale and a
tension based work environment.

Workshop Objectives
In this workshop will enable the trainees to develop skills and knowledge about time and selfmanagement strategies and tools to control their work life balance.

By the end of this workshop, trainees will be able to:
1- Employ different strategies to minimize stress factors
2- Explain the concept of defeating stress
3- Practice strategies to gain back the control of their state of mind
4- Value the power of a calm state of mind

Training Outline:
Module One Stress Defined
-

Understanding stress

-

Stress defined

-

The relationship between stress and productivity

-

Types of stress

-

Assessing your stress level now

-

What stresses you

-

Who stresses you

-

How to identify stress triggers

-

Stress symptoms

Module Two Stress and Daily Life Style
-

How to use routines to reduce stress
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-

Monitor your eating, sleeping and moving habits

-

Create the magical “to do list “

-

The BLC module™

-

Filling your life with music, meditation & humor

-

Physical relaxation techniques

-

Coping with major events

-

Develop your support system & group

-

Creating a stress log

-

New habits for stress free life

Module Three Handling Stress at Work
-

Defining the stress factors at work

-

Dealing with difficult clients

-

Types of nightmare collogues

-

Handling a demanding boss

-

Managing work related tasks

-

Major time wasters

-

Developing a stress free office environment

-

Useful tools, applications & gadgets to reduce stress
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Business Model for Start Ups
Introduction
Every newly launched business faces the possibility of failure within six months of its initial launch and
some of them go out of business within their first operating year, so what goes wrong for these
entrepreneurs?
Entrepreneurs must acquire sufficient knowledge and skills prior to their business launch, this workshop
is ideal to assist every startup and new business owner to develop essential understanding on the vital
requirements in order to launch their businesses successfully.

Workshop Objective
This workshop will enable the trainees to develop skills and knowledge to build

Training Outline
Module One Getting Started

-

Why we need entrepreneurs?

-

Where great ideas come from?

Module Two Why your Idea worth launching?

-

Assessing your BIG idea

-

Knowing your product well

-

The importance of a solid market research and product developing analysis

Module Three Understanding your Market

-

Who are your customers?

-

Where are they located?

-

Do you know them well?

-

Who are your competitors?

-

What do we mean by competitive advantage

-

What do we mean by market share?
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Module Four Your Business Format & Raising the Capital

-

Going alone

-

Getting investors

-

Investing your own money or financing the capital

-

Deciding the business format

Module Five Basic Skills Needed for any Entrepreneur

-

Leadership skills

-

Management skills

-

Planning skills

-

Creative thinking skills

-

People skills

-

Motivation skills

-

Communication skills

Module Six Writing the Business Plan
-

Writing your first business plan draft

-

Writing a concept brief

-

Defining your business objectives

-

Short term vs. long term business goals

-

Your business vision

-

Your business mission

-

Your product analysis

Module Seven Understand the Marketing Concepts
-

Creating you brand identity

-

Your marketing plan

-

Your promotional plan

-

Creating the communication plan
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Module Eight Hire the Right People
-

Your human capital analysis

-

Who to recruit?

-

What to offer?

Module Nine Get your Financials Right
-

Developing your financial plan

-

Income & expense forecast

-

Putting a contingency plan

-

Consideration about the exit strategies

-

Seeking advice

Module Ten Project
Trainees will design and present their business plans
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Present like a Pro
Introduction
Presentations are part of almost every profession in today’s world, it is no more restricted to sales,
marketing or training related professions, and therefore, developing the presentation skills are vital to
any career success.

Workshop Objective
This workshop will enable the trainees to develop the skills and knowledge to deliver professional
presentations in any field.
In this workshop, trainees will be able to:



Design an effective presentation content



Demonstrate an outstanding presentation session



Display a professional image as presenters

Training Outline
Module One Getting Started
-

The history of delivering presentations

-

The importance of presentation skills

-

Why you need presentation skills in your current role

Module Two Introduction to Presentations
-

Presentations defined

-

Types of presentations

-

Fear of delivering presentations

Module Three Building your Character
-

Becoming a charismatic presenter

-

Looking Professional

Module Four Designing your Content
-

Choosing your topic
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-

Breaking down the presentations components

-

Maintaining the presentation flow

-

The depth and width of the main points

-

The funneling techniques

-

Building your stories

-

Giving meaningful examples

-

Embedding activities

-

Using ice-breakers

-

Energizers as a tool to boost the audience

-

Using props

-

The importance of the topic research

Module Five Planning for your presentation
-

Selecting the venue

-

Considering the logistics

-

Using technology

-

Catering considerations

-

Photography and videography

-

Seating arrangement

-

Sending invitations and notifications

Module Six Knowing the Audience
-

Audience analysis

-

Types of audience

-

Speaking the same language

Module Seven Developing g the actual presentation
-

Tools to consider in developing your presentations

-

Handouts and agenda

-

Presentation in meeting format, taking notes and minutes

-

Adding video and audio files

-

Presenting to your team
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-

Presenting to your managers

-

Presenting to your clients

Module Six Audiences From Hell!
-

Understanding the difficult personalities with in your audience

-

Create the right Environment

-

Managing interruptions

Module Seven The Actual Delivery
-

Opening your presentation

-

Setting the ground rules

-

Verbal and nonverbal gestures

-

Managing stress

-

Handling questions and answers

-

Closings

-

Handling the discussions and questions

-

Handling crises

-

Practice, Practice, Practice!

Module Eight The After Math
-

Post presentation considerations

-

Improve your skills after every presentation you delivered

Module Nine Project
Trainees will prepare and present a presentation about any chosen topic
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Career Management Workshop
Introduction
Career Management Workshop provides a number of useful tips on how to manage any career
effectively.
Professionals in the field spend close to 2000 hours a year at work! This is a huge amount of time and
they need to be sure that they are getting the most out of their job in terms of satisfaction, money and a
balanced lifestyle.
Given the current economical environment, ambitious professional must treat their career as an
important and vital factor to ensure their marketability and their potential of success in their current of
future jobs.

Workshop Objectives
In this workshop trainees will be enabled to develop their skills, knowledge and attitudes to manage
their career progress more effectively.

Workshop Outline
Module One Introduction

-

About the workshop

-

The importance of career management

-

The effect of career growth

Module Two In The Workplace

-

Best tips on how to get that pay raise you deserve

-

Building a strong relationship with your boss

-

How to succeed when working from home

-

Tips on keeping your new job

-

What to do when you hate your job

Module Three Manage your Career
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-

Before you ask for a raise

-

Do I really need a LinkedIn profile

-

How to make a career change

-

What you need to do in order to increase your salary and make more money!

Module Four Job Seeking Tips

-

10 tips to staying positive while looking for a new job

-

Listing salary requirements

-

Switching up your job seeking tactics

-

Five myths about job searching

-

Including references on your professional resume

Module Four Beginning your Career

-

Positive body language can help your career

-

The brightest star in the sky

-

Building your network

-

Design a development plan

Module Five Resume Writing Tips

-

The aim of the resume

-

Boost your resume

-

Do references belong on the resume

-

Resume writing skills for entry level candidates

-

The resume investment

Module Six Project

-
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Trainees will design and submit their professional CVs and Career Development Plans

The Art of Blending in GCC” Workshop
Introduction
This workshop is an essential step for anyone wishing to work and do business in GCC Market, whether
as resident expatriate, employee, businessman or as a visitor. It dispels many of the myths associated
with the region and gives advice on how to behave respectfully.

This Workshop does not focus solely on business practices, culture and behavior patterns, but enables
the participants to acquire skills, knowledge an attitude needed to be prepared for many lifestyle
changes which will be experienced and offers a simple introduction to business life and corrects some
stereotypical images about the Gulf as whole.

Learning Outcomes
Upon the completion of this workshop, the participant will be able to:



Recognize the GCC Culture, norms, rituals and customs.



Create skills to communicate more clearly and confidently with their (GCC) partners, collogues,
subordinates and superiors.



Value the approaches needed to confidently avoid or manage conflict and handle even the most
challenging situations.



Establish a respectful and fruitful relationships during their visit or work to GCC.

Target Audience
Anyone who is willing to improve their understanding about the GCC cultures, they could be:
-

Executives and frequent visitors

-

Professionals, advisors and company executives with or without their families

-

Men and women who need to know how to behave with GCC nationals in business generally, in
negotiations and in personal etiquette

-

Business and government visitors to GCC

-

Non GCC residents who are currently working in GCC but new to its culture
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Workshop Outline
Module One General Background

-

Understand the importance of Islam in the culture

-

The pace of change in the region

-

Major projects and development

-

Region’s Vision and leadership

-

Understand the geography and nearby countries and its cultural effects

-

Understanding the population, grouping, GCC national men and women

-

Studying the sensitive subjects

Module Two Doing Business in GCC:

-

Cost and efforts

-

Do you have something to sell that this target wants?

-

Business trips to GCC

-

Planning for your sales visits and presentations

-

Office behavior

-

Handshakes

-

Seating considerations

Module Three Your Office in GCC:

-

Types of businesses

-

Selecting an agent or sponsors

-

Due diligence

-

Company organization

Module Four Life Style

-

Driving in GCC, habits, weather, and other related considerations

-

Attitude considerations, what to avoid.

-

Giving and accepting gifts

-

Time and timing effects in doing business

-

Clothing and appearance
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-

Typical Food

-

Importance of hospitality

-

Fasting

-

Forbidden food

-

Entertainment , where to go

-

Malls and activities

-

Societies and interest groups

-

Invitations, accepting invitations, inviting GCC nationals

-

The etiquette of bringing others to gatherings

-

Weddings

-

Picnics and seasons

-

Festivals

-

Holidays

-

Calendar

Module Five Language, names & writings

-

Local language

-

Greeting and replies

-

Arabic words often misunderstood

-

Speech considerations

-

Muslim names and your names, sequence, tribes and families, spelling

-

Titles

-

Addressing others

Module Six Conducting Business

-

Attending meetings

-

Making decisions and not taking decisions

-

Coping with delays

-

Requesting payments

-

Bargaining

-

Laws and Sharia, courts, taxes
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Building Self-Esteem and Charisma
Introduction
People with higher levels of self-esteem and charisma tend to be noticed, listened to, respected and
followed. Self-esteem and charisma are two skills that are crucial for success in life.
People who do not feel worthy and/or do not know how to express themselves when communicating
with others, life can be very painful. These skills will encompass many aspects of the course participants`
lives, have a positive effect on them and will provide them with opportunities and benefits in their
professional and personal lives.
Workshop Objective
This workshop will help the trainees to acquire knowledge and skills required to develop their selfesteem and Charisma.
After completing this workshop, trainees will be able to:





Analyse different tools to improve their self-esteem
Explore different techniques to build a charismatic character
Integrate different tools to improve their communication skills

Workshop Outline
Module One: Understanding Self-Esteem and its Implications
- Understanding self-esteem
- The damaging impact of low self-esteem
- Recognizing low self-esteem
- How to build self-esteem
- Maintaining a lifestyle of good self-esteem
Module Two: Understanding Charisma
- Defining charisma
- Developing charisma
- What does being charismatic mean?
Module Three: Putting Others Aspects into the Equation
- Body Language and Presence
- Helping others feel good
- Self-Confidence and Assertiveness
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Module Four: The Winning “Charismatic” Personality
- What is so useful about charisma?
- Charisma elements
- Charisma development models
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Developing Effective Working Relationships
Introduction
Creating an atmosphere of openness with clear lines of communication is a key factor in organizational
success. People with good interpersonal skills deal with difficult issues straightforwardly, listen well,
share information fully, and stay receptive to bad news as well as good.
This course is designed for individuals who want to increase productivity and become more successful
on the job by improving the quality of working relationships with peers, employees, supervisors,
customers, and others.

Workshop Objective
This workshop will help trainees to develop knowledge and skills to improve their skills in developing
effective working relationships within their organization and life.
Upon completion of this course, the participants will be able to:







Explain the interpersonal interaction cycle
Describe the value of interpersonal relationships
Explain the difficulty in forming relationships & working in teams
Describe the different ways of forming and maintaining relationships
Develop interpersonal, self-disclosure, and effective communication skills; maintaining trust, and
able to resolve interpersonal conflicts.

Workshop Outline
Module One Building Relations

-

What is relationship building all about?
Why do we need to build and sustain relationships?
When do you build and sustain relationships?
How do you build relationships?
How do you sustain relationships?

Module Two Developing a Checklist & Tools

-

Tips for building and sustaining relationships
o Think strategically
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o
o
o
o

Make time, ask questions, and listen
Be persistent
Communicate regularly
Identify small, short-term projects of mutual interest

Module Three Developing the Team Spirit

-

-

Developing effective teams & relations
Create an empowering vision
Managing the resources of your teams & relations
o What kinds of needs do people have?
o Why should the leader try to understand people's needs?
o How can a leader best understand people's needs?
Conflict resolution with others
Maintaining a powerful team & relations
Dealing with difficult team members

Module Four The Golden List of Powerful Interpersonal Skills

-

Verbal Communication
Non-Verbal Communication
Listening
Questioning
Manners
Problem Solving
Social Awareness
Self-Management
Responsibility And Accountability
Assertiveness
Developing a whole powerful personality
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A Brief about “Sameera Ahmed Ali”
Sameera is a highly ambitious entrepreneur, she developed her career in both marketing and training,
her passion is to contribute in human development projects worldwide.
From being a key accounts executive at Legend PAPI “March-1999” until her last official position as an
employee at Bahrain Institute for Banking & Finance (BIBF) as Special Projects and Business
Development Manager “April 2014” she has accumulated over 18 years of experience in “Marketing,
Sales, Business Development, Training & Customer Service Field”, today She is the owner and the “Chief
Initiatives Officer” in her own company (Mubadara for Business Consultancy) and she provides
consultations services and highly contextualized training workshops for many entrepreneurs &
organizations both locally and regionally to improve their customer service, marketing and sales
mechanisms in both Arabic and English, developed to match the cultural and environmental background
of her audiences.
Sameera’s motto is “My purpose of living is to support others to overcome their self-built obstacles and
discover their true potentials in order to achieve goals”.
She also delivers over 40 practical, highly-energetic training workshops and programs each year on
interpersonal skills, leadership, entrepreneurship, customer service and marketing and sales skills.
She has been featured regionally in multiple programs to empower youth, women entrepreneurs, young
professionals and other fields’ executives & professionals.

Major Clients Served (Through our Main Clients - MC):








Qatar Finance and Business Academy - Qatar -MC
Golden Trust - Bahrain-MC
Seed Institute - Bahrain-MC
Beckett McInroy Consultancy - Bahrain -MC
Origin Training Center - Bahrain - MC
Nama International Institute - Oman - MC
Al Mashreq Training - Bahrain -MC

The Followings are the clients which are served through our (MCs):




Ministry of Education - Qatar
Aspire - Qatar
Al Ahli Bank - Qatar
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Ministry of Education - Qatar
Qatar Central Bank - Qatar
Ministry of Economy & Commerce - Qatar
Qatar Olympics Committee - Qatar
Ministry of Finance - Qatar
Abdulghani Abdullah and Brothers - Qatar
Qatar Steel - Qatar
Barwa Bank - Qatar
Qatar International Islamic Bank - Qatar
Khaliji Commercial Bank - Qatar
Kawader – Qatar Finance & Banking Academy - Qatar
Rowdha – Injaz Qatar - Qatar
Qatar Rail - Qatar
Qatar Financial Center - Qatar
Qatar Development bank -Qatar
Jawad Business Group - Bahrain
Electricity and Water Authority - Bahrain
Bahrain International Circuit - Bahrain
Al Ghalia Group – Dessange - Bahrain
Ebrahim Khalil Kanoo - Bahrain
Zain - Bahrain
British School - Bahrain
BMMI - Bahrain
Foulath - Bahrain
Bahrain National Gas Company - Bahrain
Bahrain Airport Company - Bahrain
Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait - Bahrain
Solidarity - Bahrain
Indevco Group - KSA
Sultan Bin Abdulaziz Humanitarian City -KSA
Oman Liquefied Natural Gas LLC (Oman LNG) - Oman
Ministry of Education - Oman

Academic Qualifications and Affiliations
Sameera’s educational and professional qualifications include:


BSc in Marketing & Management from University of Bahrain



Associate Certified Coach – International Coaching Federation



Certificate in Leadership & Management from Chartered Management Institute (UK).



Diploma in International Protocol Manager from Protocol School of Washington-USA



Occupational testing course from SHL-Level One –UK.



Experienced trainer to deliver Institute of Leadership and Management (ILM-UK) with Tribal UK
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Professional Certified Trainer - Associate Trainer with Canada Global Consulting & Training Centre
(PCT-16373)
HABC Level 3 International Award in Delivering Training- Highfield International
Professional Certified Coach with Canada Global Consulting & Training Centre
Professional Programme in Organisational Coaching - CoachME Organisational Coach (CMOC)
level 4.
CoachME Certified Coach (CMCC) - ICF Approved Certification in Organisational Coaching for
Leadership
Coaching Practitioner Certificate – MEDEX.

Membership/Affiliations:
Sameera is a board member in Bahrain Society for training and Development handling the role of youth
development programs, a board member in role of vice president in BSTD Trainers Forum, and member
in many societies in Bahrain such Marketing @ Bahrain, Social Media Club-Bahrain Chapter, Bahrain
Management Society and National Society to support Education and Training.
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Training Facts:
Training Delivery Methodology
All workshops are highly interactive in nature; the training is delivered via various tools such as:
· Presentations
· Role Plays
· Class room and group discussions
· Handouts
· Exercises
· Videos
· Case Studies
Assessment Tools
Pre and post training assessment is available to all trainings based on client’s unique planned objectives
to measure the learning outcomes of the training sessions to its attendees.
Training Language
The workshop will be delivered in both (Arabic and English) according to the client’s request
Training Duration
All trainings are designed to be delivered in 2-3 days programs according to the client’s request.
(Approximately 8 hours per day, including the breaks)

Contact
For feedback or to book for training workshops contact:
Sameera Ali Baba
Email: sameera@sameeraalibaba.com
Mobile : 0097336684748
Facebook Sameera Ali Baba
Twitter @sameeraalibaba
LinkedIn Sameera Ali Baba
Instagram sameera_alibaba
Www.sameeraalibaba.com
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